Check Out SciFi & Fantasy



The 5th Wave series—Rick Yancey. Cassie, a survivor of an alien invasion, must rescue her young brother
from the enemy with help from a boy who may be one of them.



Alive—Scott Sigler. A group of teenagers wake up in a mysterious corridor with no knowledge of who they
are or how they got trapped. Their only hope lies with a young woman who must lead them to survival.



All Our Yesterdays—Cristin Terrill. Em travels back in time to prevent a catastrophic time machine from
being invented, while Marina battles to prevent the murder of the boy she loves.



An Ember In The Ashes—Sabrina Tahir. Laia is a Scholar living under the iron-fisted rule of the Martial
Empire. When her brother is arrested for treason, Laia goes undercover as a slave at the empire's greatest
military academy in exchange for assistance from rebel Scholars who claim that they will help to save her
brother from execution



Aquifer—Jonathan Friesen. In 2250, water is scarce, and the Council controls everything. Luca descends
underground to negotiate with the Rats who harvest the world's fresh water. Luca discovers secrets, lies, and
mysteries that cause him to reevaluate who he is and the world he serves.



rchetype by D. Waters. Emma wakes in a hospital, with no memory of what came before. Her husband,
Declan, a powerful, seductive man, provides her with new memories, but her dreams contradict his stories,
showing her a past life she can’t believe possible: memories of war, of a camp where girls are trained to be
wives, of love for another man. Something inside her tells her not to speak of this, but she does not know why.
She only knows she is at war with herself. Suppressing those dreams during daylight hours, Emma lets Declan
mold her into a happily married woman and begins to fall in love with him. But the day Noah stands before
her, the line between her reality and dreams shatters. In a future where women are a rare commodity, Emma
fights for freedom but is held captive by the love of two men—one her husband, the other her worst enemy.
If only she could remember which is which.



Article 5 series by Kristen Simmons. The Bill of Rights has been revoked. There are no more police—
instead, there are soldiers. People who get arrested usually don't come back. Ember knows how to get food
stamps and how to pass searches by the military. Her life is as close to peaceful as circumstances allow. That
is until...



Ash Trilogy—Mike Mullin: After the eruption of the Yellowstone supervolcano destroys much of the
Midwest, Alex searches for his family and fights to survive in a devastated landscape and a new society where
civilized rules have vanished.



Books of Eva Book One: Relic by Heather Tyrell. Eva unleashes an unspeakable Relic while searching
wastelands for artifacts of the civilization that existed before The Healing drowned the world.



Breathe series by Sarah Crossan. The world has no air. Ever since the Switch, when the oxygen levels

plummeted and most of humanity died, the survivors have been protected in a glass dome full of manufactured
air. If you want to live, you pay to breathe. But what if you can't pay? Alina is a revolutionary who believes
the Resistance can save the environment. Quinn is a Premium who's never had to worry about having enough
air. His best friend, Bea, is an Auxiliary who's never worried about anything but having enough air. When all
three cross paths everything they believe will be shattered.


Brimstone Bleed series by Victoria Scott. Tella becomes a Contender in the Brimstone Bleed, an epic race
across jungle, desert, sea and mountain. She hopes to win the Cure for her brother. But all Contenders are
after the Cure for someone they love and there is no guarantee that she will win or even survive.



Bubble World—Carol Snow. Freesia lives on a hidden island. She has everything a girl could want. If her
life seems too good to be true, well, there's a reason for that. When a blackout lands her in an unbeautiful
place, reality hits. Reality, in her opinion, is hugely overrated.



Burning Sky—Sherry Thomas. Iaolanthe discovers her power as a mage when she and a deposed prince to
lead a rebellion against a tyrant



Clone series by Nancy Farmers. In a future where humans despise clones, Matt enjoys special status as the
young clone of El Patrâon, the 142-year-old leader of a corrupt drug empire.



Coldest Girl in Coldtown—Holly Black: Tana lives in a world where walled cities called Coldtowns exist.
In them, quarantined monsters and humans mingle in a bloody mix of predator and prey. The only problem
is, once you pass through Coldtown's gates, you can never leave. One morning, after a perfectly ordinary
party, Tana wakes up surrounded by corpses. The only other survivors of this massacre are her exasperatingly
endearing ex-boyfriend, infected and on the edge, and a mysterious boy burdened with a terrible secret.
Shaken and determined, Tana enters a race against the clock to save the three of them the only way she knows
how: by going straight to the wicked, opulent heart of Coldtown itself.



The Color of Madeleine Trilogy—Jaclyn Moriarty. Madeleine and her mother have run away from their
former life in our world. Elliot is searching for his father in the Kingdom of Cello. They exchange messages
across worlds as dangerous weather phenomena called "color storms” occur on both sides of the gap.



Compound series S. A. Bodeen. Eli and his family have lived in the underground Compound for six years.
The world they knew is gone, and they’ve become accustomed to their new life. Accustomed, but not
happy. No amount of luxury can stifle the dull routine of living in the same place, with only his two sisters,
only his father and mother, doing the same thing day after day after day. As problems with their carefully
planned existence threaten to destroy their sanctuary—and their sanity—Eli can’t help but wonder if he’d
rather take his chances outside. Eli’s father built the Compound to keep them safe. But are they safe—really?



Court of Fives—Kate Elliott. Jessamy must rely on her friendship with a high-ranking Patron boy and her
skill at the athletic competition Fives to save her father's reputation and protect her Commoner mother and
mixed-race sisters.



The Court of Thorns and Roses—Sarah Maas. After killing a wolf, a beast demands retribution. Dragged to
a treacherous magical land, Feyre discovers that her captor is not an animal, but Tamlin, Lord of the Faeries
who once ruled their world.



Crewel World series—Gennifer Albin. Gifted with the ability to weave time with matter, Adelice could
have privilege, eternal beauty and the power to manipulate reality. The only cost would be separation from
her beloved family and home forever.



Cryptid Files series by Jean Flitcroft. Vanessa's dreams are haunted by cryptids, mysterious creatures that
haven't been acknowledged by science. She longs to complete her mother's search for Nessie.



Dangerous—Shannon Hale: Maisie, an aspiring astronaut born without a right hand, wins a scholarship to
space camp, and must prove how far she will go to protect everything she loves.



Dark Life series by Kat Falls. When Ty, who lives on the ocean floor, joins Topside girl Gemma to stop
outlaws who threaten his home.



Darkest Path by Jeff Hirsch: A civil war rages between the Glorious Path, a militant group, and what's left of
the U. S. government. Callum and his younger brother, James, were captured six years ago. Cal has been
working in the Path's dog kennels, and is very close to becoming one of the Path's deadliest secret agents.
Then Cal befriends a stray dog named Bear and kills a commander who wants to train him to be a vicious
attack dog. Cal and Bear are on the run, and set in motion a series of incredible events that test Cal's loyalties
and end in a fierce battle that will affect the fate of the entire country.



Divergent series by Veronica Roth. In Beatrice Prior’s dystopian Chicago world, society is divided into five
factions, each dedicated to the cultivation of a particular virtue. On an appointed day of every year, all sixteenyear-olds must select the faction to which they will devote the rest of their lives. For Beatrice, the decision is
between staying with her family and being who she really is—she can’t have both. So she makes a choice that
surprises everyone, including herself. During the highly competitive initiation that follows, Beatrice renames
herself Tris and struggles alongside her fellow initiates to live out their choice. Together they undergo extreme
physical tests of endurance and intense psychological simulations, some with devastating consequences. But
Tris also has a secret, one she's kept hidden from everyone because she's been warned it can mean death. As
she discovers unrest and conflict that threaten to unravel her seemingly perfect society, she learns that her
secret might help her save those she loves . . . or it might destroy her.



Doon—Carey Corp & Lorie Langdon. Veronica and MacKenna’s spend summer vacation in Scotland and are
transported to Doon where the two girls could have everything they've longed for... or they could end up
breaking an enchantment and find themselves trapped in a world that has become a nightmare.



Dreamtreaders series by Wayne Batson. After discovering his ability to enter and explore dreams, Archer
must protect the waking world from the Nightmare Lord, who wreaks chaos in the Dream World.



Duplexity series by Amy Nichols. When street smart graffiti artist, Danny, is jolted into a parallel world,
only Eevee, an alluring science geek has the know-how to get him home, but as he falls for her, his motives
grow foggy.



Elemental series by Antony John. Thomas struggles for survival in a world decimated by plague and joins
a band of teens to rescue the Guardian elders from kidnapping pirates despite his lack of supernatural power
to control wind, water, earth, and fire.



Fairest Beauty—Melanie Dickerson. Sophie's inner and outer beauty enchants Gabe who helps her escape
from her stepmother to the Cottage of the Seven. They both must protect each other from danger and also
protect their hearts.



Fallout—Todd Strasser. After a nuclear attack, Scott’s family and neighbors live in a shelter where they
rapidly consume supplies and fear the worst about the world.



The Fearless—Emma Pass. After the Fearless army invades England and injects everyone with a serum that
strips them of humanity, Cass and her brother live in a community of survivors. When Jori is taken by the
Fearless, Cass risks everything to get him back.



Finishing School series —Gail Carringer. It's one thing to learn to curtsy properly. It's quite another to learn
to curtsy and throw a knife at the same time. Welcome to Finishing School. Sophronia is a great trial to her

poor mother. She is more interested in dismantling clocks and climbing trees than proper manners. Mrs.
Temminnick is desperate for her daughter to become a proper lady. So she enrolls Sophronia in Mademoiselle
Geraldine's Finishing Academy for Young Ladies of Quality. But Sophronia soon realizes the school is not
quite what her mother might have hoped. At Mademoiselle Geraldine's, young ladies learn to
finish...everything. Certainly, they learn the fine arts of dance, dress, and etiquette, but they also learn to deal
out death, diversion, and espionage--in the politest possible ways, of course. Sophronia and her friends are in
for a rousing first year's education.


The Finisher—David Baldacci. When Quentin is chased into the Quag, a dark forest filled with beasts and
murderous Outliers, Vega uses her skills as a talented decoder to uncover dangerous secrets.



Free To Fall by Lauren Miller. Fast-forward to a time when FaceBook has been replaced by Lux, an app that
optimizes decision making for the best personal results. Rory knows the key to a happy life is to follow Lux.
But when she attends an elite school something feels wrong. Rory ignores Lux's recommendations, and listens
instead to the inner voice that everyone has been taught to ignore—a choice that leads her to uncover a truth
that affects the world.



The Girl At Midnight—Melissa Grey A girl, who's adopted and raised by a race of creatures with feathers for
hair and magic in their veins, becomes involved in an ancient war and discovers startling truths about the
world she lives in.



Girl of Fire and Thorns Trilogy by Rae Carson. A fearful princess discovers her heroic destiny after being
married off to the king of a neighboring country in turmoil and pursued by enemies seething with dark magic.



Gone series—Michael Grant. In a small town on the coast of California, everyone over the age of fourteen
suddenly disappears, setting up a battle between the remaining town residents and the students from a local
private school, as well as those who have "The Power" and are able to perform supernatural feats and those
who do not.



Gorgeous—Paul Rudnick. When Becky’ mother dies, she's whisked from her trailer park home to New York
where the world's top designer offers to design 3 dresses to transform her from average into the most beautiful
woman who ever lived. She becomes Rebecca, pure five-alarm hotness to the outside world. Her life soon
resembles a fairy tale. She stars in a movie, VOGUE calls, and she dates Prince Gregory. But is there enough
magic in the world for him to see the real girl inside?



Grisha Trilogy—Leigh Bardugo. Alina is taken by the mysterious Darkling who train her to join the magical
elite in the belief that she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.



Hacker: The Outlaw Chronicles—Ted Dekker: Nyah is a hacker. She knows things most people would never
believe. Things that shouldn't exist, but do...



Harry Potter series by J. K. Rowling



Here and Now—Ann Brashares. Prenna, an immigrant from another time, and the other travelers must follow
strict rules to avoid destroying their new life as well as the one person Prenna is desperate to protect.



Heroes of Olympus series by Rick Riordan.



Hunger Games series by Suzanne Collins.In the ruins of a place once known as North America lies the nation
of Panem, a shining Capitol surrounded by twelve outlying districts. Long ago the districts waged war on the
Capitol and were defeated. As part of the surrender terms, each district agreed to send one boy and one girl to
appear in an annual televised event called, "The Hunger Games," a fight to the death on live TV. Katniss, who
lives with her mother and younger sister, regards it as a death sentence when she is forced to represent her

district in the Games. The terrain, rules, and level of audience participation may change but one thing is
constant: kill or be killed.


Hungry by H.A. Swain. In the future, food is no longer necessary and famine and food-related illnesses no
longer exist. But, Thalia feels hungry...



I Remember You by Cathleen D. Bell. When Lucas "remembers" things about Juliet he could not possibly
know, she is freaked out.



Illusive by Emily Lloyd-Jones. After a vaccine accidentally creates superpowers, Ciere teams up with a group
to steal the formula while staying one step ahead of mobsters and deadly government agents.



Imposters series by Scott Westerfeld. In a world that is rapidly descending into chaos, Frey and Rafi are twin
sisters, but few people know of Frey's existence, because she has been raised to be her sister's body double
and lethal bodyguard, while Rafi has been raised to further the family's political power. When their father
sends Frey in her sister's place as collateral in a tricky deal, Col, the son of a rival leader, gets close enough
to begin to suspect something, and Frey must decide whether to deal with him violently or finally assume her
own identity.



In The After series by Demitria Lunetta. In this heart-stopping postapocalyptic thriller, one courageous girl
must navigate a world that has been overtaken by Them—vile creatures that are rapidly devouring mankind.
In what seems like an instant, Amy's life is changed forever. They arrive and quickly begin killing off humanity
one by one. No one knows how they got here—and even worse, no one knows how to stop Them.



Inhuman by Kat Falls. Only "fetches" venture beyond the wall into the Feral Zone inhabited by manamals.
Lane's father is there and needs help...



Islands At The End of the World—Austin Aslan. Stranded in Honolulu when a strange cloud causes a
worldwide electronics failure, Leilani and her father must make their way home to Hilo amid escalating perils,
including her severe epilepsy.



Kalahari by Jessica Khoury. When an educational safari goes wrong, five teens find themselves stranded in
the Kalahari Desert as hit men from the Corpus lab hunt them to protect a dangerous secret.



The Kingdom series by Chuck Black. Leinad, Tess and all the king's people must escape slavery by the
powerful Lord Fairos. These tales parallel Biblical events from Genesis to Revelation.



Kiss of Deception: The Remnant Chronicles #1—Mary Pearson. On the morning of her wedding, Princess
Lia flees to a distant village where she settles into a new life. Then two mysterious handsome strangers arrive,
the jilted prince and the other an assassin sent to kill her.



Klaatu Diskos series by Pete Hautman. After Tucker's parents disappear, he suspects that the strange disks of
shimmering air that he keeps seeing are somehow involved, and when he steps inside of one he is whisked on
a time-twisting journey trailed by ghostlike figures.



The Last Survivors series by Susan Beth Pfeffer. Miranda’s life turns to fear in a split second when an asteroid
knocks the moon closer to Earth. The result is catastrophic: worldwide tsunamis are wiping out the coasts,
earthquakes are rocking the continents, and volcanic ash is blocking out the sun. Dark winter descends in
August as Miranda, her two brothers, and their mother retreat to the safe haven of their sunroom, where they
subsist on stockpiled food and limited water in the warmth of a wood-burning stove.



Linked—Imogen Howson. Elissa used to have it all: looks, popularity, and a bright future. Now, all she has
is horrible visions and unexplained bruises. On the eve of surgery, she discovers the truth. She’s seeing the

world through another girl’s eyes...


The Living—Matt De La Pena. After an earthquake destroys California and a tsunami wrecks the luxury
cruise ship where he is a summer employee, Shy confronts another deadly surprise.



The Lorien Legacies series by Pitticus Lore. Seven children have been hidden on Earth for ten years waiting
to develop the Legacies, or powers, needed to rejoin the other surviving Garde members and fight the
Mogadorians who destroyed their planet, Lorien.



The Lunar Chronicles by Marissa Meyer. As a plague ravages the overcrowded Earth, Cinder, a gifted
mechanic and cyborg, becomes involved with handsome Prince Kai and must uncover secrets about her past
in order to protect the world from ruthless lunar people.



Mark of the Dragonfly by Jaleigh Johnson. Since her father's death in the Dragonfly territories, Piper has
eked out a living as a scrapper in Merrow Kingdom, but the arrival of a mysterious girl sends her on a
dangerous journey.



Maze Runners Trilogy by James Dashner. When Thomas wakes up in the lift, the only thing he can remember
is his name. He’s surrounded by strangers—boys whose memories are also gone. Outside the towering stone
walls that surround the Glade is a limitless, ever-changing maze. It’s the only way out—and no one’s ever
made it through alive. Then a girl arrives. The first girl ever. And the message she delivers is terrifying.
Remember. Survive. Run.



The Memory Key by Liana Liu. In a future where everyone is implanted with a memory key to prevent
Alzeimer's, Lora fears her memories are fading. When her device is damaged she has perfect recall.



Memory of Water by Emmi Itaranta. Noria, a tea master in a position of great responsibility, possesses a
dangerous secret. When a military commander hears of a hidden water source, she must choose between
knowledge and freedom.



Mindwar series by Andrew Klavan. After a crippling accident, Rick spends months hiding away in his room
playing video games. He achieves the highest scores on so many games that he's approached by a government
agency who claims to be trying to thwart a cyber attack that would destroy the technological infrastructure of
the entire country. The problem is that this time it isn't just a game.



Monument 14 series by Emily Laybourne. Fourteen kids, six high schoolers (some popular, some not), two
eighth graders (one a tech genius), and six little kids are trapped together in a chain superstore and build a
refuge for themselves inside. While outside, a series of escalating disasters, beginning with a monster
hailstorm and ending with a chemical weapons spill, seems to be tearing the world apart.



Mortal Instruments series by Cassandra Clare Chaos and destruction overwhelm the Nephilim as Clary, Jace,
Simon, and their friends band together to fight the greatest evil they have ever faced: Clary's own brother.
Nothing in this world can defeat Sebastian--but if they journey to the realm of demons, they just might have
a chance.



Mortality Doctrine series by James Dashner: Michael is a skilled internet gamer in a world of advanced
technology. Michael is called to find a cyber-terrorist who is threatening players.



Naturals—Jennifer Lynn Barnes: Cassie, who has a natural ability to read people, joins an elite group of FBI
criminal profilers to help solve cold cases.



Nil series by Lynne Matson. How do you escape an island that doesn’t exist? Transported through a "gate" to
the mysterious island of Nil, Charley has 365 days to escape--or die.



Not a Drop To Drink by Mindy McGinnis. Lynn will do anything to protect her valuable water source, but
the arrival of new neighbors forces her to reconsider her attitudes.



On A Clear Day by Walter Dean Myers. In 2035, Dahlia, a math whiz, along with other American teens
travels to England to meet with groups from around the world in hopes of stopping C8, the companies that
control the world for their own benefit.



One Realm Beyond by Donita Paul. Cantor, able to walk between worlds, is ready to protect a once noble
realm now corrupted with crime and cruelty.



One Safe Place byTania Unsworth. In a near future world of heat, greed, and hunger, Devin earns a coveted
spot in a home for abandoned children that promises unlimited food and toys and the hope of finding a new
family, but Devin discovers the home's horrific true mission when he investigates its intimidating
Administrator and the zombie-like sickness that afflicts some children.



Panic by Lauren Oliver: Heather competes in a legendary game played by graduating seniors. She never
thought of herself as fearless, but when she finds something to fight for, she discovers she is braver than she
thought. Dodge has never been afraid of Panic. But what he doesn't know is that everyone has something to
play for...



Parallel by Lauren Miller. When Abby wakes up on her 18th birthday, it's as though her past has been
rewritten. She discovers that a cosmic collision of parallel universes has erased her old reality. Now Abby
falls for a boy from her Parallel's memories—a boy she's never met. She's living the life she always wanted,
but what if living her Parallel's life means losing her soul mate?



The Program by Suzanne Young. When suicide becomes a worldwide epidemic, the only known cure is The
Program, a treatment in which painful memories are erased, a fate worse than death to seventeen-year-old
Sloane who knows that The Program will steal memories of her dead brother and boyfriend.



Razorland Trilogy by Ann Aguirre. People moved underground after NYC was destroyed by war and plague.
Deuce and Fade are exiled topside when the Elders ignore warnings that Freaks may attack the enclave. The
girl born in darkness must survive in daylight guided by Fade's long-ago memories.



Rebel Mechanics: all is fair in love and revolution by Shanna Swendson. In 1888 New York City,
governess Verity agrees to be a spy, after learning that the man she loves sympathizes with rebels developing
non-magical sources of power, via steam engines, to gain freedom from British rule.



The Remnant Chronicles by Mary Pearson. On the morning of her wedding, Princess Lia flees to a distant
village. She settles into a new life, intrigued when two mysterious and handsome strangers arrive unaware
that one is the jilted prince and the other an assassin sent to kill her. Deception abounds, and Lia finds herself
on the brink of unlocking perilous secrets--even as she finds herself falling in love.



Remnants series by Lisa Bergren. Trained to protect important people in their post-apocalyptic world, a group
of warrior teens are targeted by the power-hungry Sons of Sheol.



Rook by Sharon Cameron. In the Sunken City that was once Paris all who oppose the revolution are sent to
the guillotine. Except those who disappear for their prison cells, a red-tipped rook feather left in their place.



Rule of One series by Ashley & Lindsey Saunders. A one-child policy is ruthlessly enforced. But Ava
Goodwin, daughter of the head of the Texas Family Planning Division, has a secret, one her mother died to
keep and her father has helped to hide for her entire life. She has an identical twin sister, Mira. For 18 years

Ava and Mira have lived as one, trading places day after day, maintaining an interchangeable existence down
to the most telling detail. But when their charade is exposed, their worst nightmare begins. They must leave
behind the father they love and fight for their lives. Branded as traitors, hunted as fugitives, and pushed to
discover just how far they’ll go in order to stay alive, Ava and Mira rush headlong into a terrifying unknown.


Safe Lands series by Jill Williamson Levi returns home to find his village destroyed and his loved ones taken
captive, and he sets out to rescue them from the walled city of the Safe Lands, where a plague has spread.



Scorpio Races by Maggie Stiefvater. Champion Sean competes against Puck, the first girl ever to ride in the
annual Scorpio Races, both trying to control the dangerous water horses long enough to make it to the finish
line.



Seeker by Arwen Elys Dayton. Quin has trained her entire life to be a Seeker and protect the weak and the
wronged. This is her legacy and it is an honor. But the night she takes her Oath, everything changes. Being
a Seeker is not what she thought. Her family is not what she thought. Even the boy she loves is not who she
thought. And now it's too late to walk away.



Seraphina series by Rachel Hartman. In the kingdom of Goredd, dragons and humans live side by side.
When a member of the royal family is brutally murdered, Seraphina, a gifted musician, is drawn into the
investigation alongside the dashing Prince Lucien. As the two uncover a sinister plot to destroy the kingdom,
Seraphina struggles to protect a secret that could threaten her very life.



The Six by Mark Alpert. Adam, crippled by muscular dystrophy, and five other terminally ill teenagers
sacrifice their bodies and upload their minds into robots to battle a dangerously advanced artificial intelligence
program bent on destroying humanity.



Snow Like Ashes by Sara Raasch. Orphaned Meira, a fierce chakram-wielding warrior from the Kingdom of
Winter, must struggle to free her people from the tyranny of an opposing kingdom while also protecting her
destiny.



Soul Seekers series by Alyson Noel: With the odds stacked against her and foes at every turn, will Daire, who
can navigate the worlds between the living and dead, survive long enough to create a future with Dace?



Spelled by Betsy Schow. Dorthea, Princess of Emerald, l lives a charmed life of glass slippers and ball gowns.
But when she wishes upon a cursed star, her parents and the rules of fairy tale disappear.



Steelheart by Brandon Sanderson. After witnessing his father murdered by an Epic, David joins the
Reckoners to fight the Epics and end their tyranny.



Stone Rider by David Hofmeyr. Adam joins a brutal race to win a chance to escape his dying world.



Sweet by Emmy Laybourne. The luxurious celebrity cruise becomes horrifying when the shocking side effects
of Solu, a trendy new diet sweetener, are exposed.



Swipe series by Evan Angler. In a world where everyone must be Marked in order to participate in society, a
group of teens question the system and struggle to identify the true enemy.



The Talon Saga by Julie Kagawa. In a world in which near-extinct dragons pass as humans to grow their
numbers secretly, siblings Ember and Dante prepare for destined positions in the world of Talon only to be
hunted by a dragon-slaying soldier.



Teardrop by Lauren Kate. After discovering that an ancient book is more than a story, Eureka is in grave
danger and strange things begin to happen.



The Testing series by Joelle Charbonneau. Cia Vale is chosen to participate in The Testing to determine the
best candidates to attend the University; however, Cia is fearful when she figures out her friends who do not
pass The Testing are disappearing.



These Broken Stars by Amie Kaufman. Two star-crossed lovers fight for survival when they crash land on a
seemingly uninhabited planet.



A Thousand Pieces of You by Claudia Gray: When Marguerite's father is killed, she leaps into different
dimensions and versions of herself to catch her father's killer and avenge his murder.



Throne of Glass series by Sarah Maas. After she has served a year of hard labor in the salt mines of Endovier,
Crown Prince Dorian offers Celaena her freedom on the condition that she act as his champion in a
competition.



Tigers Curse series by Colleen Houck. The last thing Kelsey thought she'd be doing this summer was trying
to break a 300-year old Indian curse. With a mysterious white tiger named Ren. Halfway around the world.
But that's exactly what happened. Face-to-face with dark forces, spellbinding magic, and mystical worlds
where nothing is what it seems, Kelsey risks everything to piece together an ancient prophecy that could break
the curse forever. Packed with magic, action-adventure, and romance.



Time series by Tamara Ireland Stone. Anna's life is turned upside-down when she meets Bennett, who has
the ability to travel through time.



Timebound by Rysa Walker. When a murder in the past destroys the foundation of her present-day life, Kate
uses her genetic ability to time-travel to stop the murder and change history.



The Twilight Saga by Stephenie Meyer. A love story with bite. Bella Swan moves Washington where she
meets the mysterious and alluring Edward who has managed to keep his vampire identity a secret in their
small community but now nobody is safe, especially Bella, the person Edward holds most dear.



Unbound series by Eve Marie Mont. Emma catapults into Jane Eyre's body during a lightning storm.



Unremembered Trilogy by Jessica Brody. A girl with amnesia is discovered in the wreckage of a plane crash.
Crippled by a world she doesn’t know, plagued by abilities she doesn’t understand and haunted by a looming
threat she can’t remember, Seraphina struggles to piece together her forgotten past. A mysterious boy claims
she was part of a top-secret experiment. But every clue to her identity only brings more questions. And she’s
running out of time to answer them.

Well’s End by Seth Fishman. Mia and her friends search for answers when a mysterious illness brings their
Colorado community to its knees.
 Winner’s Trilogy series by Marie Rutkoski. An aristocratic girl who is a member of a warmongering empire
purchases a slave, an act that starts a rebellion to overthrow her world as well as her heart.
 The Young Elites by Marie Lu. Adelina survived the blood fever, a deadly illness that killed many, but left
others with strange markings and supernatural powers. Cast out by her family, Adelina joins a secret society
and discovers her own dangerous abilities.
 Young World by Chris Weitz: Jefferson and Donna lead a tribe of teenagers on a dangerous quest to find an
antidote for a mysterious illness that wiped out all adults and children.

